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WHAT IS AN AEP?
An Academic Enrichment program, or AEP,
is a marking period based class that
students have access to in their everyday
schedule.
Throughout the course of the school year,
students cycle through various AEPs for 4
marking periods.
Teachers create these courses based on
their content knowledge and interests.
These courses are dynamic in that they
change from year to year.
AEPs span a variety of topics, from science
and technology, to the arts, to literacy and
writing. Because of this, students are
exposed to a wide variety of content that
can inform their futures.

Visual Arts
Students will study different artists, as well as incorporate
specific artists or style of artwork into their projects.
Additionally, they will continue to learn strategies to enhance
cross-curricular projects

Journalism
Journalism covers the basics of creating a newspaper.
Students learn how to write an article focusing on
audience, taking pictures, and the the basics of layouts
by assisting in the creation of the school newspaper.

Creative Writing
Creative writing allows students to develop creatively in
both writing and thinking. Students begin by learning the
psychology behind creativity and work towards creating
a multi-genre portfolio incorporating various writing
pieces.

Economics
Students learn about micro and macro economics. Topics
include personal finance, businesses, economic health, and
economic systems. Students complete a stock market project
and entrepreneur project throughout the quarter.

Public Speaking IV
Students complete four speeches throughout the quarter.
Students learn about the quality of a good speech and
work to improve their public speaking skills.

Mobile App Design
This course focuses on using block programming to write
and code a mobile app on the Android platform.
Students use MIT App Inventor, a web based program,
to create an app relating to science or social studies.

S.T.E.M.
S.T.E.M. is a class which explores real world problems through
exploration, inquiry, and hands on problem solving. We
research, brainstorm, build, test and redesign while using
teamwork and perseverance to complete our projects.

Genius Hour II: Career Explorations
Students will have a variety of opportunities to identify their
occupational interests, aptitudes and abilities. Through a Career
Exploration project, students will identify their own personal
skills that match an occupation. Students will also investigate
colleges and/or technical school opportunities that will help
them reach their career goal.

8th Grade Robotics
The 8th graders will build and program Lego ev3 robots
to accomplish predetermined tasks. They will also be
able to use knowledge they have acquired to build their
own creations.

